AMALGAMATION  IN THE  STAMP  BATTERY.
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material under treatment increased, owing to improved methods of concentration. Large quantities of oxide of iron were then amalgamated, and rendered the resulting mass harder to treat than the ore itself. By repeated washing, settling, and regrinding with fresh mercury, it could be partially purified, but not without a loss of gold. It is stated that 87 per cent, of the gold in the ore was extracted.
The Clean-up. — The amalgam, both on the inside and outside plates, does not accumulate evenly, but in ridges and knots which serve as nuclei for the collection of more. It is not advisable to allow the coating of amalgam to become very thick, since, although the plates catch, better as the amalgam accumulates, losses may be experienced by scouring. The removal of amalgam takes place as often as necessary, once a day being the rule on the Rand, but both longer and shorter intervals are not uncommon in either districts, dependent on the richness of the ore.
The operation usually consists in the removal of the black sand, followed by a vigorous brushing over all parts of the plate with a still brush, mercury being sprinkled on at the same time and the amalgam thoroughly softened throughout. The amalgam is then removed either by a- sharp-edged piece of hard rubber or by scraping with broad flexible steel scrapers, such, as that shown in Fig. 88, care being taken not to scratch the plates.1 In some
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Fig. 88.  -Soraper for removing Amalgam from Plata.
mills scraping is not thought advisable on the ground that it may lead to too close removal of the amalgam, leaving the plate liable to discoloration. Scraping is universal on the Rand, according to Smart.2 The. scraping of the outside plates usually takes from ten to fifteen minut.es for each battery. The amalgam so obtained is ground with more mercury in a clean-up pan in order to soften it, the skimmings from the mercury ' wells, etc., being added to the charge. The inside plates are. not scraped until the amalgam stands up in ridges on it ; the operation may be necessary as often as twice a week, but it usually takes place twice a month, when a general clean-up is made.
In clcaning-up, the stamps are hung up, two batteries at a time ; the screens, inside plates, and dies are all taken out and washed in tubs; and the "heading," or contents of the mortar, consisting of the. pulp, mercury, sulphides, and pieces of iron and steel, amounting in all to a quantity sutti-cient to fill two or three buckets, in carefully scraped out and panned or fed into the mortar of one of the other batteries, which has not yet been cleaned up. In California, the heading from the last batteries is panned,
1   Ku-nd J\fc(<dti(r(fir<ti
2  Smart, ?M. tut.
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